The ARRL Foundation is proud to honor the 2006 winners and to celebrate their academic achievements and commitment to Amateur Radio. We wish them well in their pursuit of higher education.

49 Scholarships Awarded to Young Amateurs!

Charles Aldrich, KD5ZSM
The Mississippi Scholarship

Kathryn Ankenbauer, KD8AHA
The ARRL Foundation General Fund Scholarship

Jamie Ayers, AE4DX
The E. Phil and Alice J. Wicker Scholarship

Sarah Elizabeth Baguhn, WASSE
The Jean Cebik Memorial Scholarship

Matthew Bailey, K4JUD
The Yasme Foundation Scholarship

Stuart Bottom, KF6UDF
The Dayton Amateur Radio Association Scholarship

Jeremy Crook, KI4BSL
The Yasme Foundation Scholarship

David Darrow, KD5JLK
The Fred R. McDaniel Scholarship

Joe Diaz, KD7GGU
The Central Arizona DX Association Scholarship

Allison Dryer, KD5IVO
The Tom and Judith Comstock Scholarship

David Dzikianski, KG4BWM
The Charles Clark Cordle Scholarship

Brian Earley, W1BWE
The New England E.M.A.R.A. Scholarship

David Darrow, KD5JLK
The Fred R. McDaniel Scholarship

Robert Escriva, KB3KDS
The Henry Broughton, K2AE Memorial Scholarship

Daniel Everyear, KC2QCN
The Seth Horen, K1LDM Memorial Scholarship

William Fisher, W4WJF
The Northern California DX Foundation Scholarship

Trevor Fulk, N9YM
The Earl I. Anderson Scholarship

Neil Gebhardt, KB92GZ
The Edmond A. Metzger Scholarship

Arthessius Hampton, KD5UYP
The Louisiana Memorial Scholarship

Curtis Hansen, KC2KYL
The Yasme Foundation Scholarship

Dustin Hatch, KC8LER
The Irving W. Cook, W4DCGS Scholarship
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